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  1. What does raven reply to the narrator?

Nevermore

Awesome

Sure, my darling

2. What is the narrator grieving about and unable to cope with?

The beauty of God

The loss of money

The loss of a loved one

3. Why the narrator's soul will never be whole again?

Because the raven will never leave

Because he is poor and lonely

Because of the spell that raven put on him

4. What is the actual conflict in The Raven?

The narrator is struggling with himself

The narrator is struggling with God

The narrator is struggling with the raven

5. What is every stanza of the poem based on, according to Poe's explanation?

Maths

Music
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Logic

6. When was The Raven first published?

1858

1845

1884

7. What was the name of the narrator's love?

Lenore

Charlie

Lorene

8. Which Charlie Dickens' novel was the poem influenced by?

Barnaby Rudge

A Christmas Carol

The Chimes

9. What was the raven name?

Nevermore

Lenore

Neither of them

10. Who was the narrator in The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe?

A musician

A young scholar

A theologian
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Right answers

  1. What does raven reply to the narrator?
  Nevermore
  2. What is the narrator grieving about and unable to cope with?
  The loss of a loved one
  3. Why the narrator's soul will never be whole again?
  Because the raven will never leave
  4. What is the actual conflict in The Raven?
  The narrator is struggling with himself
  5. What is every stanza of the poem based on, according to Poe's explanation?
  Logic
  6. When was The Raven first published?
  1845
  7. What was the name of the narrator's love?
  Lenore
  8. Which Charlie Dickens' novel was the poem influenced by?
  Barnaby Rudge
  9. What was the raven name?
  Neither of them
  10. Who was the narrator in The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe?
  A young scholar
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